The martyr "Havrin Khalaf"
"Biography struggle .. refuses to forget"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NKNlkqeV1rc

"Havrin Khalaf"
She was Born in, Derik Town on )15-11-1984)
She graduated from:
Aleppo University, Faculty of Civil Engineering.

Since the outbreak of events in Syria on )2011)
She had an active and varied struggle, in all fields.
She belonged to, the Kurdish Students Union.
Foundation for:
Foundation Science and Free Thought on (2012)
Vice President of Energy Authority
in Rumailan town on )2014-2015)
She has assumed the joint presidency in
Economic Commission in Al- Qamishli city on )2016-2017)
Her Political activity began on )2017)
Where she was, a member of the Preparatory Committee
To the Future Syria Party.
She is one of, the first founders of the party.

On )27-3-2018)
She Elected Secretary General, Future Syria Party
and She began her assignments immediately
She had a very important role in
the march of, the Future Syria Party.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FGf5UYYTGv4

The martyr "Havrin Khalaf"
Has Several visions of solution in Syria
And support the status of Syrian women
She was calling for the unity of Syria.
coexistence, and brotherhood of peoples
She was, often thinking of finding solutions
to end the Syrian crisis.

Her principle was dialogue.
and she was calling for her famous saying:
"We are peace advocates, not war advocates"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=79ZFS-F6nB4&t=7s

She was calling for society justice for women.
And raising their status, and their education.
And political empowerment.
And Allows them, to participate in all areas of life.
And remove all obstacles, that hinder women's activity.
And remove all negative concepts, and worn habits.
Which marginalize women, and degrade their status.
She always seeks:

woman must be, as same as a man.
"Women... must unite with their efforts, in their rows"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zLOfUM1xWSk&t=25s

Perhaps ... as you cross into
build the Future Syria Party, in the morning
You will see Havrin...
with her kind smile, which she never departs
Welcomes you, with all kindness, and elegance,
Secretary General of the Future Syria Party
So you start your day with the "jasmine"
in the party whose slogan is the "Syrian Jasmine"
Her days...was working hard.
looks after all comrades in the party

Havrin was following everyone's work.
The most important factor, for success.
is resolution the obstacles, for hers comrades
in the party, political and party work
and even on the social, health and economic levels
This is what distinguishes "Havrin..."
as friend and as sister too, for all comrades in the party.
Following up the patient's condition
and the necessary financial, and moral support.
Help every one from, the beginning of his treatment
until his recovery, and visiting him also.
because they were, one family indeed.
Her life was pulse of live act, in her society.
Coexistence, of worries and pains
and contribute to alleviate them, and participate in resolving them tirelessly or
complaint.
Who knew Havrin closely, worked with her, knows that Havrin
Has the highest meanings, humanity and high morals.
Before she was Havrin, that woman, who struggles
works hard, in her community.
And the advancement of her homeland
Spend all her efforts, and abilities to do so.

And even spend
the most precious and dearest, what any of us have to do.
Self sacrifice ... Her blood and her soul.
which she has inconcluded in her life.
her life was...
struggle in hers community and country.
The testimony of "Havrin Khalaf"
was the most precious testimony.

HAVRIN killed in a brutal, and ugly manner
and against humanity, it was happened to hers
when she was in her car, on international highway "M4"
She was traveling from her house to her work.
at the Future Syria Party building in "Raqqa city"
Story about what happened to "Havrin Khalaf:"
Saturday ... morning on )12 October 2019)
Fighters from
{ Brigade )123(from)Ahrar al-Sharqiya)
the 1st Corps of the Turkish-backed "National Army"}
They took by force, the checkpoint on the "M4 highway"
and they begin shooting guns at passing cars.

One of those cars, was carrying "Havrin Khalaf"
They stoped her, by using heavy machine guns.
fired at her armored car.
then they tortured "Havrin" in a terrible manner.
and then they brutally, and barbarically killed her.

"Image of the person, who documented the brutal crime"

The crime shake the world, and the public opinion too.
And documented by all the visual media, and social media.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BC9V90Jbsw0&t=1s

The assassination of the engineer "Havrin Khalaf."
Is a political and a criminal crime.
contrary to the principles, of international laws.
Especially the "Geneva Convention"
This made it, take an international dimension
It is within the jurisdiction, of the International Criminal Court, and the
International Court of Justice.

On )21/10/2019)
Future Syria Party, and Raqqa Lawyers Union.
They issued a statement to the public
And that in front of Office of Social Justice, in Raqqa city.
During the statement...
participants carried flags and pictures of
The martyr engineer
"Havrin Khalaf"
The Secretary General, Future Syria Party.
Where the statement mentioned
the murder of engineer "Havrin Khalaf"
Which took place in a brutal and bloody way.

Statement described this act
as a flagrant and deliberate violation.
For the most basic principles of humanity.
It is a clear challenge, to all international conventions.
Relating to the laws of war, such as the "Geneva Convention"
To Handling with civilians during wars.
The statement deplored this heinous crime.
which has many consequences.
From local level to regional.
This crime shows.
The scale of terrorism, of those mercenary criminals
Which supported by the "Turkish State"
represented by person "President Erdogan"
The statement describes :
"Havrin Khalaf"
The noble martyr.
Which has morality, and national principles.
In order to achieve and build a unified Syria
by principles are:
"freedom, democracy and decentralization"

https://fs-party.com/?p=12302

